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Watson

IBM Watson

Note a distinction:

IBM Watson Jeopardy version

Question-answering system with a lot a natural language processing and

its own corpus taken from Wikipedia, Wiktionary, DBpedia, YAGO and a

lot of other resources (Chu-Carroll et al., 2012) and IBM Watson: Beyond

Jeopardy! Q&A. Specialized game control with text-to-speech.

IBM Watson commercial DTU-version

Question-passage retrieval system with a lot of natural language pro-

cessing where you provide you own corpus as well as question-passages

for training Watson on your corpus. Web interface for non-programmer

access as well as REST API.
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IBM Watson Experience Manager

DTU has access to an instance
of the IBM Watson question-and-
answer part of the IBM cloud ser-
vices.

A graphical administration interface
is available via the so-called IBM
Watson Experience Manager.

Within the DTU instance there are 5
so-called “projects” available.

Each project has an associated cor-
pus and questions linked to passages.

Only one project can be deployed at
a time.
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https://watson-wdc01.ihost.com/instance/517/predeploy/WatsonExperienceManager
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IBM Watson “Configure and train”

Steps in IBM Watson question-
and-answer:

1. Upload a corpus.

2. Make questions and linked
them to passages (“train”).

3. “Create corpus”.

4. Deploy corpus.

5. Test/use Watson, e.g., from
the API.
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IBM Watson Corpus manager

Data can come from IBM-predefined
corpora, e.g., WikiVoyage or it can
be uploaded by the administrator of
the instance, e.g., one PDF or HTML
file or several zipped together.

Watson will segment the documents,
based on section heading. In HTML
that will be the h1, h2 and h3 tags.

“Creating corpus”: Here is (most
likely) the natural language process-
ing taking place, where documents
and questions are read and processed.

This is a somewhat slow step, e.g., a FindZebra corpus with 407 docu-
ments (6MB) takes quarter of an hour to “ingest”.
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Corpora

Corpora we have tried on IBM Watson so far:

Name Domain Documents Questions

Yahoo! Answers Open (How. . . ) 2,000 (142,627) 2,000 (142,627)

FindZebra Rare diseases 363 511

DTU English site DTU 288 (0)

Beatles Beatles 269 (25)

ABBA ABBA 126 (0)
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http://neuro.compute.dtu.dk/wiki/Yahoo!_Answers_Manner_Questions,_version_1.0
http://findzebra.compute.dtu.dk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book:ABBA
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IBM Watson training

Questions and links to pas-
sages can be typed in the
web interface.

The interface is relatively
easy to use for a non-
programmer but requires the
questions typed in one by
one, — each requiring sev-
eral steps.

Different user roles for ques-
tion entry and approval.

Watson would like 1,000
question-passage pairs, — or
at least a few hundred.
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IBM Watson Test

Once the corpus has been created

(new) questions can be typed in

the “Test” part of the Web inter-

face.

Here the question is “diagno-

sis for myoclonic and generalized

tonic-clonic seizures on awaken-

ing with onset in adolescence” de-

rived from the FindZebra corpus

and Doctor’s Dilemma.

Watson returns “Juvenile my-

oclonic epilepsy”, — the correct

answer.
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Watson

IBM Watson API

For a programmer it is easier to use the API:

>>> import brede.api.watson # My toolbox with a Watson API

>>> watson = brede.api.watson.Watson ()

>>> response = watson.ask((’diagnosis for myoclonic and generalized ’

’tonic -clonic seizures on awakening with ’

’onset in adolescence ’))

>>> response.evidencelist [0][’title ’]

u’Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy ’

My toolbox which includes a Watson module:

https://github.com/fnielsen/brede (note the draft branch may be more

developed).

For Python there is also pywatson.
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https://github.com/fnielsen/brede
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pywatson
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IBM Watson API

Calling the question service DTU IBM Watson instance with Python:

import json , requests

user , password = ’dtu’, ’6H8hj3kJJ ’ # These are not the real credentials
question = "Are you there , Watson?"
url = ’https :// watson -wdc01.ihost.com/instance /517/ deepqa/v1/question ’
response = requests.post(url=url ,

headers ={’Content -type’: ’application/json’,
’Accept ’: ’application/json’},

data=json.dumps({"question": {"questionText": question }}),
auth=(user , password ))

‘517’ is the DTU instance. The questions are encoded in JSON and the

response is also in JSON:

>>> for evidence in response.json ()[’question ’][’evidencelist ’]:
... print(evidence[’text’][:80])
Those are both pretty popular. To some extent , a plain old styling/curling brush
And if you’re rejected , don’t let it bother you. You can feel confident that you
First of all , you cannot make a list of the things you want in a life partner an
...
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IBM Watson API: Question analysis

Apart from the scored documents/passagers the API also returns question

analysis results, e.g., slot grammar analysis, WordNet relations, question

classification, . . .

With the question “Who played drums on ’Love me do’ ?” posed to the

question service the following is returned (here represented in YAML):

focuslist:

- {value: Who}

formattedAnswer: false

id: 9A95C89CD0CA4961A8BF0EDF951603E2

items: 5

latlist:

- {value: Who}

passthru: ’’

pipelineid: ’1230804912 ’
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http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/developercloud/apis/#!/Question_Answer/question
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qclasslist:

- {value: DESCRIPTIVE}

- {value: FACTOID}

- {value: DEFINITION}

questionText: Who played drums on ’Love me do’?

status: Complete

synonymList:

- lemma: play

partOfSpeech: verb

synSet:

- name: Lemma_Expansion

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: play , weight: 1.0}

value: played

- lemma: drum

partOfSpeech: noun

synSet:
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- name: Wordnet_drum -noun -1

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: membranophone , weight: 1.0}

- {isChosen: true , value: tympan , weight: 1.0}

- name: Lemma_Expansion

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: drum , weight: 1.0}

value: drums

- lemma: do

partOfSpeech: verb

synSet:

- name: Wordnet_make -verb -1

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: make , weight: 1.0}

value: do
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Watson

IBM Watson API question classification

IBM Watson Jeopardy!-version had the following classes: definition, cate-

gory-relation, “fill-in-the-blank”, abbreviation, puzzle, etymology, verb,

translation, number, bond, multiple-choice, date (Lally et al., 2012).

API returns “qclasslist (string, optional): The container for a list of

question classes that are determined by the pipeline for the final answer.”

The API seems to return somewhat different question classes:

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "Who played drums on ’Love me do ’?" \

| egrep -A 3 qclasslist

qclasslist:

- {value: DESCRIPTIVE}

- {value: FACTOID}

- {value: DEFINITION}
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http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/developercloud/apis/#!/question-and-answer/question
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. . . IBM Watson API question classification

Another question classification example:

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "What does the acronym ALS stand for?" \

| egrep -A 2 qclasslist

qclasslist:

- {value: FACTOID}

- {value: DESCRIPTIVE}

And yet another:

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "How do I clean the window of my car" \

| egrep -A 5 qclasslist

qclasslist:

- {value: DESCRIPTIVE}

- {value: FACTOID}

Definition, descriptive, factoid and focusless seem to be the classes re-

ported from the API.
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WordNet

Inspired from (Bird et al., 2009, section 4.8, pages 169+)
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http://www.nltk.org/book_1ed/ch04.html
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. . . WordNet

Using Linux command-line interface:

$ wn gatehouse -over

Overview of noun gatehouse

The noun gatehouse has 1 sense (no senses from tagged texts)

1. gatehouse -- (a house built at a gateway; usually the

gatekeeper ’s residence)

From within Python:

>>> from nltk.corpus import wordnet as wn

>>> for synset in wn.synsets(’gatehouse ’):

... print(synset.name(), synset.definition ())

(u’gatehouse.n.01’, u"a house built at a gateway; usually the gatekeeper ’s residence")
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IBM Watson API and WordNet
$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "Who played drums on ’Love me do ’?" \

| egrep -A 10 "lemma: drum"

- lemma: drum

partOfSpeech: noun

synSet:

- name: Wordnet_drum -noun -1

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: membranophone , weight: 1.0}

- {isChosen: true , value: tympan , weight: 1.0}

- name: Lemma_Expansion

synonym:

- {isChosen: true , value: drum , weight: 1.0}

value: drums

From within Python:

>>> Counter ([ lemma for synset in wn.synsets(’drums’)

for lemma in synset.lemma_names ()]). most_common (5)

[(u’drum’, 9), (u’tympan ’, 1), (u’membranophone ’, 1),

(u’drumfish ’, 1), (u’metal_drum ’, 1)]
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IBM Watson API and part-of-speech tagging

Part-of-speech (POS) tags returned from the API:

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "Who played drums on ’Love me do ’?" \

| egrep -B 1 "partOfSpeech"

- lemma: play

partOfSpeech: verb

--

- lemma: drum

partOfSpeech: noun

--

- lemma: do

partOfSpeech: verb

The POS-tags seem only to be returned for the synonyms for nouns and

verbs found with WordNet: synset.pos().

Note that ‘love’ is not identified.
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Python part-of-speech tagging

Finding nouns and verbs in Python with spaCy ‘somewhat equivalently’:

>>> from __future__ import unicode_literals

>>> from spacy.en import English

>>> text = "Who played drums on ’Love me do ’?"

>>> nlp = English ()

>>> tokens = nlp(text)

>>> [(token.orth_ , token.lemma_ , token.tag_)

for token in tokens

if token.tag_ [:2] in (’NN’, ’VB’)]

[(u’played ’, u’play’, u’VBD’), (u’drums’, u’drum’, u’NNS’),

(u’Love’, u’love’, u’NN’), (u’do’, u’do’, u’VB’)]
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Focus and LAT

Lexical answer types (LAT):

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "In what city or country did

John Lennon meet Yoko Ono?" | egrep -A 2 latlist

latlist:

- {value: city}

- {value: country}

Focus (“the part of the question that is a reference to the answer”, (Lally

et al., 2012))

$ python -m brede.api.watson --yaml "In what city or country did

John Lennon meet Yoko Ono?" | egrep -A 1 focus

focuslist:

- {value: what city or country}
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Focus and LAT

Results returned from the API based on a query sentence:

Sentence Focus LAT QClass

How do I wash my car? how — descriptive, factoid

Ability to probe to the bone in
a diabetic foot ulcer predicts this
disease

— disease descriptive, focusless

Did John Lennon meet Yoko Ono
in London?

— — focusless, descriptive

Where did John Lennon meet
Yoko Ono?

where where factoid, descriptive

Which drummer recorded ’Love
me do’ ?

which drum-
mer recorded

drummer descriptive, factoid
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Some results

IBM’s test of Doc-

tor’s Dilemma ques-

tions with Watson: Re-

call@10: 0.77 (Fer-

rucci et al., 2013)

FindZebra’ mean re-

ciprocal rank on 56

questions: 0.385

(Drăgusin et al., 2013)

IBM Watson (211 un-

seen questions): Mean

reciprocal rank: 0.2899,

Recall@10: 0.5829.
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